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0. Pame1
is a language rich in phonological

features. Special attention of the reader is

1 Pame is spoken by small groups of Indians in

central Mexico, nearly all of whom live in the state

of San Luis Potosi. This paper treats that dialect

of North Pame spoken in and around the mono-
lingual center of Santa Maria Acapulco, close to

the southeast border of the state. By far the

largest dialect group, they number approximately

1500. (They themselves prefer to be called Chichi

-

mecas, but they must not be confused with the

group of 300 Chichimecas—"Chichimeca JonaV'—

of the state of Guanajuato.)

The present extent of the tribe has been in-

vestigated by Antonio de la Maza, and reported

in La Nacion Pame, Boletin de la Sociedad Mexi-
cana de Geografia y Estadistica 63. Ndm. 2495-

575 (1947) . He gives the following information : the

South Pame dialect is still spoken by some 300

Indians (many of them mixed with the Otomies),

around Jiliapan, Tilaco, Pacula, Misi6n, Deconi,

and El Doctor, near the border between the states

of Hidalgo and Quer£taro; dialects of North Pame
are spoken in the state of San Luis Potosi by 1300

Indians at Santa Maria Acapulco, 95 percent

monolingual; by 600 bilinguals in the region of La

heavy consonant clusters, the great variety

of syllable patterns, the combination of

tone and stress, and the wealth of morpho-

phonemic changes.

The segmental phonemes include 22

consonants and 5 vowels.2 Of these, f occurs

only in a few borrowed Spanish names and

in the loan word kafe* coffee. The supraseg-

mental phonemes include nasalization and
three phonemes of tone-stress. Examples are

cited in phonemic transcription, using the

symbols listed in the following charts of

segmental phonemes.

Palma; by 300 at Alaquines, mostly bilingual; at

Ciudad del Maiz there are 250, 80 percent of whom
speak only Spanish. At Naola in the state of

Tamaulipas he found two individuals who still

remembered some words of Pame, while many
others in the vicinity spoke of their grandparents

who had known the idiom. Dr. de la Maza esti-

mates the total number of Pames at about 3000.

Data for this paper were collected during a

series of field trips from 1945-55 under the auspices

of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. My princi-

pal informants were Sra. Ascenciona Duran de

Garcia, over 50 years of age, who can speak a little

Spanish, and Sra. Juana Montero de Rodriguez,

about 35 years of age, who is completely mono
lingual. Though living only a mile apart their

pronunciation of certain final consonant clusters,

as well as some grammatical forms used, represent

two different speech varieties, which will be

designated (A) and (J), respectively.

Grateful acknowledgement is hereby made to

Anne Blackman Olson, my collaborator in the

early stages of the investigation; and to Kenneth
L. Pike and Eunice V. Pike of the Summer Insti-

tute of Linguistics for their training and helpful

suggestions.
2 My present analysis leads me to a phonemic

transcription which differs slightly from that used

by my colleague Donald Olson in his "Mode
Aspect-Person Inflection in Pame", submitted

to IJAL.
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as having only one back vowel phoneme),
Pame syllables have complex peaks in which
"two vowels are pronounced together very

rapidly, so that the timing seems to be
about the same as that for a single vowel.

The nucleus of the syllable takes about the

same length of time—within the limits of

perception—regardless of the number of

vowels it contains, whether one or two or

three." 6

The timing of a syllable in Pame depends

not on the number of vowels it contains, but

on the tone-stress features primarily. Fast
syllables are those occurring with high tone-

stress /'/, or without stress immediately

preceding a stressed syllable, or without

stress immediately following a high tone-

stress, or the final syllable of a three-syllable

word having stress on first syllable—pro-

vided no voiced consonant follows the syl-

lable peak. Slow syllables are those occur-

ring with low /7 or glide /*/ tone-stress, or

without stress following a low tone-stress,

or the secondary stressed syllable of a two-

syllable word (i.e., second syllable preceded

by CVCC-, as described in 2.6.), or the

medial syllable of a three-syllable word hav-

ing stress on first syllable, or the final syl-

lable of such a word—provided a voiced

consonant follows the syllable peak. The
fast syllables of ordinary speech may be-

come slow syllables in slow speech.

Canonical shapes of Pame syllables con-

taining one vowel range from V through

CCCCVCCCC, the largest syllable with

vowel initial being VC. Pattern CVCCCCC
has been found, also. Syllables containing

two vowels range from CW through

CCWCCCCC, with pattern CCCCWCC
also found. Syllables with three vowels range

from CVW through CCVWCCC, with

pattern CCCVW found also. The follow-

ing examples illustrate a little of the variety

of syllable patterns. In the remainder of

section 1.2. syllable division is represented

5 K. L. Pike and E. V. Pike, Immediate Con-
stituents of Mazateco Syllables, in UAL 13.78-91

(1947), p. 78.

by a low dot [.]. ma.pa hot, i.hy£? (also

hy<p) my names, ko.ddat walk (sg.imp.),

tir7.?daik?y you walked (du.), lygwdoi her

daughters-in-law (du.), ijkhw^bmpt their

saliva.

Besides vowel peaks, m is stressed and
forms the peak of a syllable in the unique

particle m.mba it is probable. 6 In mbk
handkerchiefs, m constitutes a slight phonetic

syllable but not a phonemic one; so also the

n of nthoi woman, the r\ of ^khwkP beards,

and the nl of nPos houses, etc.

Medially in a word, syllables divide be-

tween a nasal consonant and a following

stop, affricate, ? or h—provided the stop or

affricate is not followed in turn by ?; also

between a lateral and a following ?, h, stop

or nasal; also between an affricate and a

following h; also between identical conso-

nants in a cluster (with a proclitic treated as

a separate word: ma ttg he is going to die).

Examples: man.d^i great (sg.), tan.th6i

I'm a woman, ki^gyaogr? price, co^.khw&s

grand-daddy-long-legs (sg.), nin.SaoP sugar

(sg.), son.chfo curls (noun), mm.^igrj thick

(sg.), m>.14 word, tim.hy^r; /, you play

[game], ndol.^eho? they scorned him, 77gol.?wt

young one [of animal, fruit, or new moon],

&ily.?ye medicine, rjgol.hh? bow and arrow,

Tjgol.hwe.^i square willow basket, stiRhaigr;

feather, tely.gya six, teR^yd.higrj? seven,

skac.hadnk I'm embarrassed, ndoc.h&o they

did it, made it, tiS.hao? they study, kad.doa

white, wam.m§077 sand, cim.my6? skull,

rip.pyaiky his children, sib.bya.?aily curing

ceremony, not.twi I finished it, cop.ph&

bumble bee, et.t6c? my sandals.

In medial clusters of ? following stop or

affricate, the syllable division seems to fall

in the middle of the stop or affricate in

normally rapid speech, so that the first

syllable patterns as a closed syllable: sat?e?

sheep (sg.), rygok^wes paper, book, wac?6dn
they dislike him, it, ki<Pi? milk. In clusters

of nasal, plus stop or affricate, plus ?, syl-

6 It is unique in that tone-stress occurs on the

nasal consonant in this one morpheme only. Note
explanation in 1.1.



lables divide before the stop when stress is

on the second syllable, but optionally be-

fore or after the stop when stress is on the

first syllable: &n.c?§s gizzard, ndom.b?w6.-

hily ? they dampened it, but war?.g?§.?es or

wa?7g.?e.?e§ it makes it pliable. Syllable

division falls in the middle of the nasal in a

cluster of nasal plus y: nimyao wind, ki^yop

Thursday. Syllable division falls in the mid-

dle of the s in the cluster sk, which occurs

medially only in the compound se-ska?ai ten.

Elsewhere syllables divide before a medial

consonant or consonant cluster: ka.ho

witch-doctor, ti.sao? /, you study, ro.th^s

my salt, pi.ky&ok my forehead, 77go.dwi your

child, 77go.khw£rj wart, ri.khyk? his beans.

2.1. Voiceless stops p, t, k, k are unas-

pirated, fluctuating to slightly aspirated,

as shown by spectrograms,
7
in word initial

and medial: pask / am warmed up, tar?gao?t

rest yourself (sg.imp.), kei6? they [heavy

weight things] are on top of, kei they hunt

[for game] (du.)> kape thief, ndateo? late

afternoon, takkig^ my stone grinding mill,

mak&i fragrant (sg.). In clusters of identical

consonants, however, stops are unaspirated:

makkwa my foot; cf. makwa his foot, where

k may be aspirated. Preceded by i, k has

palatal fronting whether or not it is fol-

lowed by y: likyehe he has muscle cramps,

&ik&? adult, elder, chief. Back k contrasts

with velar-palatal k only before vowels

/e, e/. The contrast is neutralized elsewhere.

In word-final position preceded by a

homorganic nasal, p, t, k (k has not been

observed word final) fluctuate from slightly

aspirated to unaspirated or even slightly

voiced: ndo?w&habmp he asked him, riky-

w^nt males, ^gan^o^k my head.
8
In word

7 For spectrographic analysis I am indebted to

Fred W. Householder and George Motherwell,

Indiana University. The spectrogram showed the

k in kfhwa?a you should bring it (sg.), occurring as

a "front palatal aspirated" variety. This is in

phonemic contrast with the heavy aspiration of

the cluster /kh/ in words like kh6?i they put on

[skirts],

8 The contrast between voiced and voiceless

final position at the end of an utterance when

not preceded by a nasal, p, t, k, appear to

fluctuate freely between aspirated and un-

released allophones; word final in the middle

of an utterance the stop varies from aspirated

to unaspirated with close transition to the

following word: ndos£p he told him, sathw^t

ants [small brown variety], sotk my cloth.

Voiced stops are b, d, g: bai much less,

d6a he walks, gyo?t listen (sg.imp.), namb&
my handkerchief, 77godoa century plant,

7?gobog77 cactus [prickly pear variety], nd6mmj

if I had (unreal perfective aspect). Before a

homorganic nasal in final clusters, b, d, g,

have allophones which are articulated very

slightly and rapidly: rawebm? our mother

(du.-pl. excl.), lo?wednk he curses me,

no?weog77 i" gave it to him. In clusters -nd?-

and -??g?-, d and g may fluctuate to voice-

less, as the voiced-voiceless contrast is

neutralized in this position. Since the voic-

ing is heard more frequently than not, the

consonant is assigned to the voiced series:
9

skand?ai a hand-breadth, wa,77g?§?e§ it

makes it pliable.

Affricate sibilants c and 6 are normally

voiceless unaspirated:10 comhe butterfly,

66t scold him (sg.imp.), 6q? now, ciP or

e£P hole, cic?o bad, dirty, ugly. In medial,

intervocalic position, however, c may fluc-

tuate from unaspirated to slightly aspirated

stops is neutralized in this position (word final

after nasal) , but the stop occurring here is assigned

to the voiceless series, since in most cases it is one

of the suffixes which appear elsewhere as -p, -t, -k.

In macikr/? our jug (du.-pl. excl.) the k was

shown by the spectogram to be lightly voiced;

however the voiceless-voiced contrast is not

neutralized in this position (before a nasal); cf.

heavily voiced /g/ in maccig?;? dissolved, faded.
9 Morphophonemics provides examples of the

-nd?- cluster derived from both d and t: rand?-

ehedn? their money < ra- + ?- -j- -ndehedn?

money; skand?ai a hand-breadth < ska- -f- t- +
-n?ai hand. Prefixes ?- and t- are allomorphs of

the same morpheme, and metathesize with stem-

initial consonant (s).

10 Affricates have been classed as sibilants be-

cause of morphophonemic alternation of c with s,

and c with s.



or slightly voiced, as shown by spectro-

grams made of various forms of the word

maci jug. 11 Voiced, though at times weakly

voiced, allophones of c and 6 regularly oc-

cur following n:12 manci holy (sg.), ninSaol?

sugar (sg.); except, however, that affricates

freely fluctuate between voiced and voiceless

after n but before ? in clusters nc? and n£?:

nc?Qk my paternal aunt, aunt by marriage,

ninS?$3 sharp-pointed (sg.); and remain

voiceless after n but before h in the cluster

nch: nch^st the itch, ndanchao? eight.

Affricates are aspirated in rare word-final

position, of which the only observed occur-

rences are: hoc older sister [term used by

girls], warjg66 (Mex. Span, guangoche

gunny sack) bag.

Fricative sibilants s and § are voiceless:

sdmp yesterday, si rustling sound, §4st play

[music] (sg.imp.), si§si grass.

Glottal stop ? and glottal fricative h are

voiceless. ? is unaspirated word initial:

?yw4*? my husband; word finally it is at

times unaspirated, at other times in varia-

tion with an aspirated release (which at first

hearing may easily be confused with a lenis

k, but which clearly contrasts phonemically

with k and with final clusters ?k, ky, ?ky:

kasdo? teacher, kaok /, me, kasao^k I

(am) a teacher, chki? they bathe it, cheiky

they tell me, chei?ky (also cheeky) they

bathe me). Following voiceless stops and af-

fricates in word initial and final clusters,

but only optionally in word medial clus-

11 The c in the stem was seen to fluctuate from

voiceless unaspirated in maci, to aspirated in

macep her jug, to voiced in maciky my jug, with

weak voicing in macik?7? our jug (du.-pl. excl).

12 The fact that t following n (like k or p follow-

ing rj or m, respectively) does not necessarily

become voiced, is clear evidence for interpreting

[ts] as one complex phoneme /c/; e.g., n[t]6mmi

if I had (unreal progressive), but n[dz]w£s sores

(r7go[ts]w£s a sore) . However, t is replaced morpho-

phonemically by d when it occurs with the n-noun

prefix: nd6g?7 flowers, rjgotogr} flower. Noun prefix

n- voices a following voiceless stop or affricate,

while verb prefix n- does not voice a following

voiceless stop, and has not been found occurring

with affricates.

ters, ? is actualized as glottalization of the

preceding stop or affricate: k?6he? they

take it out, c?6k they scold me, nd6t?§i

they did that way, ac?Q your mother.

The glottal fricative h has very slight

friction and varies in position of articulation

according to that of the contiguous vowel:

haP it glows, nho your sibling, nh| this.

Nasals m, n, rj, are normally voiced at

bilabial, alveolar, and velar-palatal points of

articulation, respectively: mah^iS? tall,

nana heron, ^gaccek my respect [for someone],

lik?4ham really, kimmy4n you want (pi.)

kimmy4?7 you want (sg.). Before a homor-

ganic voiced stop, in initial clusters and in

medial clusters where stress is on the follow-

ing syllable, m, n, rj, occur as quick nasals,

only slightly voiced fluctuating to voiceless:

nda one, Sirjgei? parrot. In the latter, where

the nasal occurs syllable final, unvoicing of

the nasal is accompanied by a shortening of

the preceding vowel, which may even drop

out entirely (as demonstrated by spectro-

graph^ analysis), leaving rj as the syllabic of

a voiceless syllable.

Laterals 1 and ly are voiced: lebm? our

parent-in-law (excl.), lyebm? we (are) people

(pi. excl.), lamg, he will go. Voiced affricate

allophones [

d
l] and [

d
ly], respectively, occur

in word final or anywhere in a word final

consonant cluster when nasalization is not

present: sandM (Span, soldado) soldier,

sand&ily soldiers (du.) ; they occur optionally

in a word medial consonant cluster: §ily ?i!tho

advice. Nasal allophones [
n
l] and

[

n
ly] occur

with the phoneme of nasalization, which is

a suprasegmental phoneme beginning with

the vowel so marked and continuing to the

end of the word: snahgP his shirt, her blouse,

snahgily ? their (du.) shirt, ta?$iilyk? you

sleep (du.). Contiguous to the back vowel,

a low, 'dark' allophone of 1 occurs: 16m-

ma?a he remembers, nikydl? it broke. Con-

tiguous to a front vowel, a 'light', fronted

allophone occurs; the palatal ly is even

higher than the fronted high allophone of 1,

with which it is in phonemic contrast:



&kil? goat, cikily ? goats (du.), li ?i they give

to each other (du.), ly?i child.

Initially r is a trilled vibrant which may
be voiced, weakly voiced, or voiceless: rawi

my mother, ram4 he goes repeatedly, rilyhaig-

rjky birds; at other times it is a single quick

voiceless aspirated flap, in phonemic con-

trast with t: ris6?t bundles, cf. tisao? /,

you study. However, r is a single voiced un-

aspirated flap in word medial position, ob-

served in only three words, probably of

Spanish origin: warfciky burro, warohh

(Span, brujo) sorcerer, kros (Span, cruz)

cross.

The semi-vowel w, though bilabial, is not

noticeably rounded. It is voiced except

following h, where it is normally voiceless:

ijgow&haP horse, kihwa^a (also kihywa^a)

you should bring it (sg.). It is frictionless when

in cluster with other consonants, when inter-

vocalic between back vowels, or when ini-

tial before o or a:13 ?7gokhwe? monkey,

nowot I gave it to them, wdppehe he carries

it, wanca? baskets. It is slightly fricative

between two front vowels; or in word initial

before vocoids i, e, or y; or medial between a

preceding front vowel and a following back

vowel: niwwigr; you gathered (sg.), rawe?

my father, wiyeo? your father (sg.), wyot

give it to him (sg.imp.), niwyok you gave it to

me (sg.). There is free fluctuation between

the fricative and frictionless allophones

when w occurs between two a's, or when

word initial before 8, or when medial be-

tween a preceding back vowel and a fol-

lowing high or mid front vowel: lawwaho^tk

lend me (sg.imp.), wet hand it here, nowei we

waited for him (du.incl.).

In cluster with other consonants, w has

three main allophones besides [w]. In cluster

with alveolar consonants in general, w is

13 This is the one point that I see in favor of

classing /a/ as a back vowel. Nevertheless, /a/

fluctuates freely from [a] to [se] in certain po-

sitions, with no allophones which are phonetically

back. Labializing stems have labialized allo-

morphs only after /o/, not after /a/. Moreover,

/a/ clusters with /o/ in syllable peaks in a manner

parallel with the other three front vowels.

half-syllabic ["]: cwP . . . him to suck,

Tjgodwl your son, daughter, kolw6 owl,

ndottwi he finished it, konw|P it became full,

7jgonw£ thunder, koncwegt? he got angry.

In cluster with initial n, w is [uw]: nw§t

thunders (pi.). (Here /w/ contrasts with

/o/, which would be nasalized in cluster

with §.) In cluster with ? or h, and followed

by mid or low front vowels, w is half-syl-

labic [°] fluctuating with [w]. When the

allophone [°] occurs, it is conditioned by

the onset of tone-stress beginning a frac-

tion of a second sooner. Examples: rygoPwe

hill, ?w§iky mosquitoes, ^w^he^krj you are

sleeping (pi.)-

The semi-vowel y is a voiced palatal:

yot (Span, yute) jute fibre, niyaho fox,

liyat (Mex. Span, ayate) carrying net. In

consonant clusters y is normally an off-glide

of the preceding consonant:15 nipy§ you

stole (sg.), kiky6? you use (sg.), nimy^ir?^

spherical (sg.), kiwyok you should give to me

(sg.). In cluster with bilabials, py] occurs

in slow syllables, as defined in 1.2.: nimbyd

its base, niwyo name of a certain ML, nibbya-

hag?7 his skin.16 In cluster with initial n or

14 In some words /o/ has developed from what

was no doubt originally /w/, by a shift of the

on-set of stress, usually after an alveolar con-

sonant. Examples: lott6eheP it penetrates, (cf.

latt^heP it will penetrate), kott<?e?e he spoke, (cf.

tattle I spoke), ygoste a stamp, seal. The vowel

cluster /oe/ is found only in such situations. (For

the parallel development of i from y, see foot-

note 16.)

Likewise /w/ has developed from an original

/o/ by a shift in the timing of stress to the follow-

ing vowel : both forms, manhda and manhwa wing,

makkoa and makkwa my foot, are in use.

15 For a long time we interpreted y off-glide of

consonants as predictable palatalization in word

medial and final positions. At last I found a few

convincing contrasts between heavy and light

palatalization, so am interpreting the heavy as

/y/: rik?ye? his clothes, kik?ai five; mi?ya" all,

whole, wi?£t all (pi. animate), §i?ap when, likyehe?

he kneels, sike? adult, elder; sily?ye medicine,

sily?aho advice, sily?g?o pointing-finger. The bulk

of the data in this paper still needs thorough

checking as regards this contrast.

16 In the same way that /w/ has developed into

/o/ by a slight difference of timing in the on-set
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medial mm, y is [i
y
] before low front vowel a:

ny£p na?w& he has something on his heart, is

sad, kfmmya?a you should remember (sg.).

All consonants except r and f have un-

released allophones and fortis allophones,

which occur in clusters containing two
identical consonants, the first of the two
being unreleased and the second fortis. In

word initial or medial positions the cluster is

actualized phonetically as a long consonant

with fortis release: koppu? he descended,

tt$ he dies, lokkwdhi? he believes, kaddeo?

a youth, niggy6?o its gall, m&??a certain

herb [used for eye medicine], m&hhac? warmed
by the fire (with voice diminished toward the

center of -hh- on spectrogram), nowwodn
I erased it, miyy4 rotten. In word final posi-

tion such clusters are rare and are pho-

netically a long consonant, without fortis

release in words of native origin: kis4nn you

stir it (pi.); fortis in the loan word war6hh

(Span, brujo) sorcerer.

2.3. The vowel phonemes may be de-

scribed as follows: four front vowels /i, e, e,

a/ and one back vowel /o/, with phonetic

norms [i], [i /z\ [ae

A

], [a], and [v], re-

spectively. Of the front vowels, i is high, e

is mid close, e is mid open, and a is low.

All vowels may occur with a supraseg-

mental phoneme of nasalization, as de-

scribed in 2.5., and are marked by /./

under the vowel where nasalization begins.

2.5. Nasalization is a suprasegmental

phoneme represented by // under the first

vowel in the word occurring unpredictably

nasalized,25 and continuing to the end of the

word. Examples: lanh^t they will arise, (cf.

lanhat leave it alone (sg. imp.), ?7golh§?e

tamale (cf. i7golhe?e a cold), kam§t patterns

of tortillas, (cf. kamet weavers), nan4 his

tongue, (cf. nana heron), m^ikt let's go (du.

inch), (cf. maiky his messengers).

Nasalization of a vowel contrasts with a
sequence of vowel plus nasal consonant, as

shown by the pair kh4?at they put them in

office, kh4?ant they grab them, arrest them.

2.6. Significant tone falls on the same
syllables as unpredictable, primary stress,

forming three phonemes of tone-stress: high,

marked /'/, low, marked /
x

/, and falling

glide, marked /*/. Tone-stress is marked
over the first vowel of any vowel cluster,

since that is where onset of stress begins.26

All other syllables have predictable tone and
predictable secondary stress or lack of stress,

and are left unmarked.
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